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Recent experiments on the Phaedrus tandem mirror at Wisconsin [1] have been performed with two R.F. antennas emitting in tile ion gyrofrequency range: the first antenna is used for ion cyclotron resonance heating.. and the second, \r\1hich emits some\r\1hat above the ion gyrofrequency, is used for stabilization. The quadrupole fields are turned off, so that the mirror field is axisymmetric. It is observed that the level of fluctuation is low, \r\1hich seems to indicate good confinement properties, and tllat the power deposited by the second antenna is negligeable. When, on the other hand, tile voltage of the second antenna is reduced to zero, the fluctuations in tlle plasma increase dramatically, reflecting the fluw instability. This experiment suggests that the sta.bilization by the field of the second antenna is a ponderomotive effect, unrelated to dissipation.
The explanation that is customarily given [2J- [6] to explain the stabilizing effect of tile high frequency field is based on tile consideration of ion drifts.
It is argued tllat \r\1hen the ion ponderomotive drift balances the curvature and magnetic gradient drifts, then the plasma is stabilized. Furthermore, since tile expression for the ion ponderomotive force exibits a resonance at the ion gyrofrequency, one deduces that these forces get very large close to tilat frequency.
We show in tilis Letter that a self-consistent treatment leads to very different conclusions. Indeed, tile high frequency field characteristics such as polarization and propagation depend on tile plasma configuration . . and act in turn on tile plasma tilrough ponderomotive forces and magnetization current. It will be seen tilat there is no actual singularity at tile ion gyrofrequency, and that Ule equilibrium and self -consistent stability analysis must include all of the effects: electron and ion ponderomotive 
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The action is then expressed in terms of these variables, is expanded up to second order in the amplitudes, and is averaged over the fast time scale, May 18, 1984 4 P. Similon assuming that no resonance takes place. The new form of the action is now the sum of three distinct contributions: the oscillation center action, the average field action, and the ponderomotive action that collects aU the terms second order in the high frequency amplitudes.
The total ponderomotive energy V, that is associated with the ponderomotive action so derived, turns out to have the simple expression [7] 1 w 2
.
. When the plasma and the antenna are both axisymmetric, tbe static 
A simple evaluation shovy'S that magnetization and ponderomotive force have comparable contributions and must both be included. Research on this t.opic is in progress.
In summary, we have derived a complete set of equations for plasma dynamics with ponderomotive effects, and we have explicit expressions for the ponderomotive forces and magnetization current. Self -consistency is essential and deeply affects the conclusions. In particular (in the cold plasma model) there is no singularity at the ion gyrofrequency, and the consideration of waves with finite kll is important. The equilibrium and stability analysis must include ion and electron ponderomotive forces . . magnetization current and distortion of the high frequency field. We gave the modified ,1ariational principle delta-W in a simple MHD case . . and analysed the effect of distortion on stability. We showed the relation of the ponderomotive energy to the antenna inductance, and described the possible applications t.o experimental measurements of ponderomotive effects and to optimal ant.enna design. Details of the derivations and generalization of t.he results given here will appear in a forthcoming publication [7] .
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